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Model-based glycemic control uses a physiological model and patient-specific parameters to tailor interventions to each patient, overcoming significant variability within and between patients. STAR is a successful model-based protocol that has been developed and tested collaboratively in New Zealand, Belgium and Hungary.
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1	Introduction
High and variable blood glucose (BG) levels have been associated with increased morbidity and mortality in critically ill patients. Several studies have shown that glycemic control can significantly improve patient outcome. However, safely and effectively controlling glycemia in critically ill patients has proven difficult due to inter- and intra- patient variability.
Model-based methods have shown considerable promise in the field of glycemic control in the intensive care unit (ICU). This paper presents a brief overview of the work and results to date from an ongoing international collaboration working in this field. The collaboration involves biomedical research groups and ICU’s in Christchurch (New Zealand), Liège (Belgium) and Budapest (Hungary).
2	Model-based glycemic control
Model-based glycemic control uses a physiological model of the glucose-insulin system to enable patient-specific control. By fitting certain model parameters, model-based controllers can tailor interventions to the metabolic state of each individual patient as it changes over time. 
3	The STAR protocol
STAR is a model-based controller using a compartment model of the glucose-insulin system. This model uses a time-varying insulin sensitivity parameter to capture the patient-specific response to insulin and glucose. Additionally, STAR uses a kernel density model based on historical data to estimate the expected range of response behavior during the forthcoming hours. This stochastic forecasting enables the risk of hypoglycemia to be quantified and managed for each proposed intervention. Typically, the acceptable level of risk for BG < 4.0 mmol/L is set to 5%.
STAR is implemented on a tablet computer, with a user interface developed in conjunction with nursing staff in all three countries. The STAR protocol provides flexibility so ICUs can customize target glycemic bands, acceptable risk, insulin delivery methods and nutritional rules. The collaborative development has enabled STAR to be refined in several hospitals, each with very different operational requirements and patient characteristics. The successful results of STAR across these diverse conditions have demonstrated the flexibility and adaptability of model-based glycemic control in the ICU.
To date, the STAR protocol has achieved excellent results on xxx patients without causing a single episode of severe hypoglycemia (Table 1). 
 
Table 1. STAR model-based glycemic control results to date.
4	Summary
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